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In general critical review of different 
methods 

To show the limits of different techniques (no only H0)
To understand better different errors 

To discuss several problems

To encourge you to investigate furter

To hope you will help to solve some problems





Extragalactic Distance Ladder
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Classical method via extragalactic ladder

1) Firmly sticked to the ground

(basic physics of distance indicators,

 glabular clusters etc)

2) Many opportunities for cross-check and trace systematic errors

4) We know mostly well the errors and we can mitigate / reduce 
them.

5) Direct method without additional assumptions

6) Determination of the Hubble constant (e.g. H0) not just H

7) Potentially precise and accurate ! Reference for other methods. 



Cosmological methods
Very attractive based on „early universe”
Additional asumptions needed 
Do not deliver H0

Very precise but it is difficult to contraint accuracy 



Other methods

   Gravitational waves, Quasars, mazers

Precision and accuracy is uknown
All of them rely on averaging many different 
determinations and different z 

How about systematics ??



"   {\displaystyle t_{H}\equiv {\frac {1}{H_{0))}
={\frac {1}{67.8{\textrm {(km/s)/
Mpc))))=4.55\cdot 10^{17}{\textrm {s

     Crucial for all fields of modern astrophysics ...



Sources of errors in data

Noise sources
Reduction procedures
Observational techniques 
Calibrations



Origin of noise

u   Poisson fluctuations in counting photons
u   Pixel-pixel gain variations
u   Cosmic Rays
u   CCD    RON
u   Charge transfer efficiency 
u  Scattered light
u  Wrong reduction algorithms
      



Noise Reduction

• What  phenomenon produce the noise (e.g. cosmic rays)  ?  

•   How does it manifest itself  ?

•   Is this noise seriously affecting the data ?

•   Can it be or should it be corrected ?  

•   What algorithm should be applied to minimize it ? 



Poisson noise

   If the mean number of photons if  X  then the uncertainties related 
to counting photons is  √X,   so   S/N = X / √X = √X

   If we increase the exposure time by 2 we gain just √2 in S/N 

   Note: the Poisson noise is irreducible; the S/N corresponds to the 
upper limit; no reducing method can yield higher S/N 



Saturation and linearity 

      Linearity limit  (20 000 – 60 000 ADU)
     Now deep depletion chips (350 000)
   Saturation of the first kind happens when the 

signal in one pixel goes higher than the full well 
capacitance allows.

   Often ghost images, charge bleeding (double 
check the field before observations !) 



RON

   Each time a pixel is read by the amplifier, a noise 
is  added to the signal.

   Modern CCDs have RON ~ few electrons
   Gain is chosen the lab to resolve RON. 
   RON is assumed to be:
  1) independent of position on the CCD
   2) representable as a simple Gaussian error dist. 



Overscan and BIAS
    Many CCDs have various lines or columns of pixels which are not 

exposed. Those pixels allow to estimate the pedestal (BIAS) of an 
image (overscans, prescans). Usually it is OK to take the mean of 
the column or line and subtract it from the image. After such 
correction, the remaining noise should be Poissonian. It also helps 
to monitor for potential problems (electronic, high temperature)  

     To check for a possible structure it is necessary to obtain a series 
of 0 sec (BIAS) images.  The distribution of pixel values in a mean 
BIAS (overscan subtracted) must have Gaussian form with a mean 
of  0  and  FWHM ~  RO / √N     

In the case of IR detectors no BIAS exposure !!



Cosmic Rays

 Problems with long exposures
 Several images help !
 May be a very important issue – expresso !!



Dark current and hot pixels

 The additive DARK current is produced by:
 1) A weak signal composed of thermal electrons
 2) Electrons produced by hot pixels
 
   When cooling with N the dark current  is very 

small (no correction needed)
   Hot pixels (preparing a map and subtraking)  



Flatfield

   Correction for pixel to pixel variation of quantum 
efficiency.   

   dome flat  (few %)
   sky flat   ( 1 %)
   empty field  (0.1 %)  - time consuming

    real challenge for near IR and spectroscopy   



Fringing



Other problems

Poor ground – additional noise (call for technician)
     otherwise Fourier filter
Scattered light – must be subtracted before 

flatfielding
Crosstalk  
Possible contaminations (quite often)
Zero point stability -  luminosity correction
 



Mosaic CCDs

"  Field of view 34'x33'
"  Pixel scale 0.238 arcsec/pixel
"  Detector  4x2 mosaic of 2kx4k CCDs
"  Filling factor  95.9%
"  Read-out time  27 seconds
"  Read-out noise  4.5 e-/pixel
"  (Inverse) gain  2.0 e-/ADU
"  Geometrical distortions  <= 0.08%







Variable Pixel Scale

   The basic assumptions about the uniform pixel 
scale is now not valid !  In the case of Mosaic, the 
pixel scale decreases approximately quadratically 
from the field center, with the pixels in the field 
corners being 6% smaller in the radial direction, 
and 8% smaller in area.  

   IRAF: mscred package



Other issues

Distorsions:  correction maps
Bad columns: masking
Dead pixels:  correction maps (interpolating)
Sky subtraction 
Binning (improve S/N, saturation, PSF sampling 

etc). 
Dithering and stacking images
Different CCDs different characteristics …



                   PSF   Photometry 



Why PSF ?









Errors returned by daophot by some 20% lower than real ... 











Standard systems









Photometric multicolor data: 
 
 
1)  age, distance 

2)  Reddening 

3)  Metallicity 

4)  Gravity 

5)  Effective temperature 

6)  Surface brightness (angular diameter) 


